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Lecture No. 2. cct,

In order to properly understand the Old Testament, it

is necessary to know somethinr' of the countries which rrere Pr oun

Polestine in various directio . Becuse their relations iith

Palestine influenced it tremendously at all coints in its history.

The most importt of these regions were Egypt nd Mesopotamia.

Egypt is to the southwest of Palestine and Mesopotamia is to the

east. Palestine is about hclf-7T,%1- between the two, a little nearer

to Egypt than to Mesopotamia. Between Palestine or Egy on the

one is a great desert and there is a still greater or betwe

Palestine and Mesppotsmia. On the northern rim of this eastern

desert, there is a narrow strip of watered country where there is

the possibility of a certain amount of hurnn settlent. So that

the trip from Palestine to Mesopot ha, while it is longer than th't

to E.cypt, is not quite as difficult.

Egypt and Mesopotamia have very much in common. Each of

them is a lnd which is forrrEd by a river flo:;ing throuh a dry

region. In Egypt, if it were not for the Nile River, it woul simp

ly be a section of the Sahara Desert. Egypt has been called the

"Gift of the Nile" and that is no exaggeration at all.

Egypt is divided into two parts, the so-called Upper

Egypt and Lower Egypt. Lower Egypt is the Delta Region -v,-here tile

Nile Piver spreads out into many different branches and finally

reaches the Mediterranean Sea through a number of e channels.

Between these different branches of the Nile on the lrnd that has

bee built up by sediment brought down by the Ni , there has always

been a large population living in the very fertile territory that is

thus mde. This Delta Region extends about twJred miles to

the south. Then we come -to the er. Of so-clled Lower Egypt,

to the point the Nile eomes in a single channel.

Upper Egypt extends about five hundred miles south of
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